Lady Liberty Shuttle

Shuttles depart from the airport every 10-15 minutes; however, groups can also schedule shuttles in advance.
To use the shuttle service from the hotel to the airport, you must call 30 minutes in advance.

They can be reached at 215-724-8888 and their website is http://www.ladylibertyshuttle.com

Pricing is $10.00 per person each way

ExplorePHL Airport Shuttle

Shuttle Services from the Philadelphia Marriott Downtown to the Philadelphia Airport

Shuttle Hours of Operation: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM

Shuttle Schedule:
A shuttle van departs from the Marriott Hotel Filbert St. entrance hourly, at the times, below.

8:00 AM 1:00 PM
9:00 AM 2:00 PM
10:00 AM 3:00 PM
11:00 AM 4:00 PM
12:00 PM 5:00 PM

*A 6 PM or later shuttle may be made available upon request.*

Reservation Procedure:
Reservations are made at the ExplorePHL desk in the main lobby. Guests may reserve their seat(s) on the shuttle van as far in advance as they choose. Availability is limited as the shuttle only seats up to 9 people. Because of the limited amount of space, we require payments to be processed upfront at the time of the reservation. Otherwise, the seat is not guaranteed.
Shuttle Services from the Philadelphia Airport to the Philadelphia Marriott Downtown

Shuttle Service is available from the Philadelphia Airport directly to the Philadelphia Marriott Downtown. This transportation needs to be scheduled specifically by calling ExplorePHL at 215-625-6034 or email at support@phltours.com

Pricing, both to & from the airport:

1-3 guests $25 Total
4-6 guests $68 Total
7 or more guests $100 Total

*1, 2, OR 3 guests cost $25 TOTAL. 4, 5, OR 6 guests cost $68 TOTAL. Prices may be negotiated based on varying circumstances.